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Singapore International Robo Expo to Play Strategic Role in
Asia’s Robotics Revolution
Key platform to return in 2017 to drive adoption, collaboration and innovation in the
use of robotics by governments and companies in Singapore and across Asia
Singapore, 8 December 2016 – With Asia emerging as a major market for industrial robotics,
key platforms like the Singapore International Robo Expo (SIRE) will be needed to drive the
adoption, collaboration and innovation in leveraging robotics technologies by governments
and companies in Singapore and the wider Asia region.

According to the latest World Robotics report published by the International Federation of
Robotics (IFR), automation is becoming increasingly important for small and medium-sized
enterprises (SMEs) around the world. The number of industrial robots deployed worldwide will
increase to around 2.6 million units by 2019, which is about one million units more than in the
record-breaking year of 20151. This development is expected to have a significant economic
impact since SMEs comprise 97 per cent of all enterprises, employ over half of the workforce
and contribute 20 per cent to 50 per cent of GDP in the majority of APEC economies2. Given
this scenario, forums like SIRE are poised to act as catalysts, to facilitate the adoption and
implementation of automation and robotics technologies by companies in Asia and beyond.
The Vast Potential of Asia’s Robotics market
China will be the main driver of growth and is expected to account for 40 per cent of the total
global sales of industrial robots in 2019, while the second and third largest markets, Korea and
Japan, are projected to grow at an annual rate of 5 per cent from 2016 to 20193. According to
IDC, the Asia Pacific spending on robotics and related services, which accounted for 65 per
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cent of global spending last year, will grow at a compound annual growth rate (CAGR) of 19
per cent from 2015 to 20194.
SIRE as a Strategic Gateway
With Singapore making the transition towards an innovation-driven economy, it will be even
more important for companies to embrace technological solutions, particularly the adoption of
robotics. One of the Singapore government initiatives, the National Robotics Programme, is
slated to drive the end-to-end development, test-bedding and deployment of robotics.
Key platforms like SIRE will play a strategic role in enabling Singapore companies to leverage
the robotics technologies opportunities by offering a single venue and access to important
resources. These include government initiatives, market trends and insights from industry
experts and analysts like ABI Research, live demonstrations and showcases of the latest
products and innovations by global organizations.
“The Singapore International Robo Expo created a critical mass of knowledge, people,
products, services and innovations that will enable companies to accelerate the automation of
their businesses,” said Mr Leck Chet Lam, Managing Director, Experia Events. “With an
increasing number of companies, industries and countries in the region looking to implement
robotics technology in the coming years, Experia is committed to developing SIRE as a
dynamic contributor to the future growth of the industry in Asia.”

ST Kinetics, the title sponsor for the inaugural edition of the event, together with other global
companies including ABB, Murata, Panasonic, SICK Pte Ltd, Tech Avenue and Yujin Robots,
saw SIRE as a new strategic gateway to tap into the vast potential of regional markets. By
being part of SIRE, which was held for the first time, key industry players took the opportunity
to create more awareness by profiling their senior leaders through speaking opportunities and
panel discussions at the SIRE convention, while also showcasing their products and
innovations on the show floor.
“IE is a strategic partner of SIRE, as such events bring awareness of Singapore robotics
solutions to an international audience, and foster collaboration with strong foreign partners,”
said Mr Foong Kah Keong, Group Director, Technology Business Group, IE Singapore. “SIRE
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has established a good start to becoming a global marketplace for cutting edge industrial
robotics solutions. We hope to continue to work with strong trade associations and chambers
(TAC) partners such as SIAA to help Singapore companies tap into the burgeoning business
opportunities arising from growing global interests in Industry 4.0.”

The sizeable presence of promising local start-ups including H3 Dynamics and Design Tech
Technologies illustrated the wide range of robotics solutions available on the market. Local
firm, SMP Robotics, also did Singapore proud by showcasing the world’s only autonomous
outdoor security robot – SMP S5 PTZ and presented for the first time in Asia Pacific its S5Rover series of security robots. The confirmation of strategic collaborations including the
Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) signed between the Singapore Industrial Automation
Association and the Spanish Robotics Association (HISPAROB), also underscored SIRE’s
significance as a regional platform. On another positive note, companies which exhibited as
part of the Singapore and Korea country pavilions are also in the process of finalising
partnership agreements, further demonstrating the value of SIRE as a strategic springboard
in forging business deals.
“The inaugural Singapore International Robo Expo was a resounding success with more than
2,000 government officials, analysts, researchers, business leaders, attendees and students
from 26 countries and regions visiting the show,” said Mr Oliver Tian, President, Singapore
Industrial Automation Association. “It fully served to address Singapore’s need for a common
platform where leading global companies and promising local firms could interact and
establish potential partnerships, and I’m confident that the outcome will contribute to the
acceleration of robotics adoption and innovation in Asia.”

SIRE is set to return in 2017 with an expanded focus on the practical adoption and
implementation of robotics technologies, while also highlighting future innovations in
collaborative and social robotics.

###
About Singapore International Robo Expo (SIRE)
The Singapore International Robo Expo (SIRE) is organised by Experia Events and coorganised by the Singapore Industrial Automation Association (SIAA). It aims to be the next

regional marketplace to discover business opportunities, projects and funding availabilities for
the adoption of robotics solutions. SIRE is also a major platform for government and private
sectors, research and academia to share, address economic and social challenges, co-create
solutions, and forge partnerships.

For more information, visit www.sire.com.sg.

About Experia Events Pte Ltd
Experia Events specialises in organising and managing exhibitions and conferences of
strategic interest, fostering industry development and thought leadership. It has built a strong
portfolio in aerospace and defence with the highly successful Singapore Airshow, Asia’s
largest aerospace and defence event, as well as the inaugural Singapore International Robo
Expo and key events such as IMDEX Asia, Asia Pacific’s flagship maritime defence show
and Rotorcraft Asia, the premier dedicated event for the global civil helicopter
industry. Experia Events’ expertise also extends to the government and lifestyle sectors,
through key events such as the World Cities Summit, Singapore International Water Week
and CleanEnviro Summit Singapore.

With a proven track record underscoring its aspirations to stage events that influence, Experia
Events aims to diversify its range of strategic events globally.

For more information, visit www.experiaevents.com.
About Singapore Industrial Automation Association (SIAA)
Incorporated since 1982, SIAA is a professional association for companies and professionals
in the Automation, Internet-of-Things (IoT) and Robotics sectors. SIAA plays a crucial role in
galvanizing the Automation, IoT and Robotics (AIR) business community, through its
extensive line-up of highly-valued programs and events, As SIAA spearheads the automation
related initiatives, it also aims to foster industry collaboration and advancement through
staging of flagship industry platforms.
SIAA’s member charter is to serve as the voice of members and provide members with
opportunities to increase their market presence as well as to internationalize their businesses.
Our task is to open doors to business opportunities in Singapore and around the region.

Through our various activities, initiatives and alliances, we promote our members to local and
foreign network of alliance.

Forming alliances with various organizations locally, regionally and on the international front
is also top priority for SIAA to reach out to like-minded groups who through the strategic
alliances are able to come together for greater synergy in collaborations to continue to serve
our respective communities more meaningfully.

Please visit www.siaa.org.
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